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Mechanics of composite plates are characterised by systems of high-order partial differential

equations subject to admissible boundary conditions . Typically, closed form or exact solutions

of such high-order systems are rarely feasible or sometimes impossible, thus necessitating a nu-

merical approach. Conventional numerical approaches based on direct approximation of system

variables may incur considerable errors subject to high-order numerical differentiation [1]. The

inverse differential quadrature method (iDQM) is a new promising approach for obtaining nu-

merical solution of high-order systems based on the approximation of higher order derivatives

of a function as linear weighted sum of the function derivatives over the discretized domain

[2]. To obtain the iDQM coefficients, a novel routine based on the inversion of existing DQM

formula is adopted leading to an efficient and numerically stable scheme (known as iDQM-

by-inversion ) which retains the accuracies of high-order secondary variables like strains, and

consequently stresses, that are prone to numerical error due to differentiation operations [2]. In

this study, two-dimensional iDQM scheme is implemented for static analysis of specially or-

thotropic composite plate, with inplane dimensions a and b, subjected to uniformly distributed

transverse load and simply supported boundary condition on all the edges, based on classical

laminated plate theory (CLPT). Stress estimates, shown in figure 1, by iDQM of different orders

and DQM, benchmarked against closed-form Navier solutions show good agreement with faster

convergence.
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Figure 1: Nondimensionalised σxx(a/2,b/2) and τxz(0,b/2) through-the-thickness profiles.
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